Don't forget to put in your bag!
All our guests are people that love adventure and exploring untouched nature, sometimes far
away from the nearest shop, let alone well supplied one. Some of us are more, some less
experienced, but each one has forgotten something necessary at least once. Therefore we have
to check all we have before the start of our adventure. Your safety and good time are the most
important for us. We have really good paddling and safety equipment. Our kayaks are
spacious enough to carry all the necessary equipment and supplies and we can additionally
put water proof bags on them. Our guides are experienced and well equipped (rescue
equipment, first medical help, communication system). But, that’s not all. Before each new
adventure you should check your own equipment in order not to forget anything important
and necessary. And, based on our long wilderness experience, we can recommend you what to
put in your bags.

But in case you forget anything, don’t worry. We will try to provide even that.
Except things you bring on each trip (such as long and short sleeve shirts, socks, pants,
underwear, hygienic equipment, your favourite book, camera and, of course,
MEDICATIONS) we suggest you to put in your bag and:
• swimming equipment;
• lightweight waterproof jacket;
• lightweight fleece jacket;
• sandals when kayaking or on the beach;
• running shoes;
• head lamp with extra batteries (useful for camping, especially primitive camping);
• sunglasses with a retainer or string to prevent the loss;
• sun cream;
• insect repellent;
• hat with chin strap to keep on the wind;
• small daypack for holding things like glasses, sunscreen and other small personal
items while paddling;
• lightweight sleeping bag if you don’t want to rent it (10 Euros for the trip)- you do not
need to bring a lightweight sleeping bag for “Pearls of Dalmatia I and II”;
• two short pants two long sleeve t-shirts (preferably white for sun protection) and a
small fast drying towel
We will provide snorkeling gear and inflatable pillow and water bottle will be our present for
you.
Be very careful with anything potentially vulnerable to water and especially SALT!!! For
instance, handling unprotected camera with salty hands (not necessarily wet) could be
dangerous for it. It is recommended to protect the camera with waterproof box.
All of this is good to plan before your journey. And when we start, everything is our
responsibility. Your Croatian fairy tale is about to begin.

